
Do what matters

Life Sciences: 
Imagine what you 
can do with 
Microsoft Copilot
Prepare to uncover data insights 
faster and accelerate new
scientific discoveries with AI



Be more with 
copilot by your side

We face a catalyst moment in life 
sciences to create a workplace that 
powers scientific collaboration. With 
Microsoft copilot by your side, you can 
turn months into weeks and hours into 
minutes. Uncovering the latest 
scientific discoveries at a lower cost, 
you will expedite clinical trials and bring 
drugs to market faster.

Source: Avanade AI Research

54%
of life science professionals 
believe AI is a top priority
in decentralized clinical 
trials and supply chain 
efficiency and accuracy.

About 2x more
professionals in life sciences
- out of eight industries
surveyed - believe AI copilot 
will reduce their workload.
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https://www.avanade.com/en/insights/generative-ai-readiness-report/health-and-life-sciences-ai-report


Microsoft 365 Copilot

Microsoft 365 Copilot, sometimes referred to 
as ‘copilot’, allows users to interact with their
crucial tools, from Microsoft Word to PowerPoint, 
using everyday language “prompts” or inputs. Its 
fundamental purpose is to act as a digital assistant.

When users type queries into the chatbot input field, 
the data is routed through the Microsoft system, a 
platform that connects multiple services and devices, 
for analysis and interpretation. Then, prompts are 
forwarded to the GPT language model. The GPT, a 
large language model that generates text outputs, 
creates text and content in a conversational manner 
for a rapid response.

With every inquiry, Copilot is learning about your
documents, schedule, and communications, so it
gets smarter as you use it.

What would you do with a copilot?

Imagine what you would do with a copilot at work. 
You can ask the copilot to find research reports, 
regulatory guidelines, meetings notes and 
summarize what was said and discussed.
And the chat function can summarize across 
everything, answering questions like “summarize 
all the communications and information from a 
research study. The use cases are almost
overwhelming so let’s explore a few in this guide.

What is Microsoft 
Copilot?

Embedded across Microsoft 365 apps

Entirely new experience that works across all 
your data and apps
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Business Chat

Access to your business content and context

calendar, emails, chats, documents, 
meetings, and contacts

Security Privacy

Compliance Responsible AI

Built on Microsoft’s comprehensive approach

https://www.uctoday.com/unified-communications/how-to-enable-microsoft-copilot-the-complete-guide/


Use cases

Prioritize use cases across the enterprise 

Focus on those use cases of highest value.

Research and development

Drug development
Faster discovery and validation of 
promising targets; define testing protocol 
in clinical phase.

Clinical trial optimization
Generate synthetic patients for early-
stage trials; predict likelihood of clinical 
trial success; automate finding eligible 
patients; find potential for irregular 
behaviors; detect propensity for 
developing diseases.

Commercial

Next best action
Provide a front-end for sales 
representatives to receive natural-
language advice on how to engage with 
healthcare providers based on their 
specialty and patient base.

Launch documents/ assistance 
Generation of help documents within 
language and regional regulatory 
requirements; context of treatment notes.

Supply chain manufacturing

GxP compliant documentation* 
Completion of quality documentation
with the correct attributes, sections and 
high levels of cross-functional integration.

Manufacturing batch predictions
Mine historical quality reporting to better 
understand, predict and eliminate issues 
in the manufacturing process.

Regulatory

Regulatory and legal drafting
Create first drafts of regulatory reports 
or legal documents, pulling data from 
multiple sources.

AI in Action

Informatici Senza Frontiere (ISF), a nonprofit organization, 
wanted to strengthen the Hospital Pharmacy module to 
ensure better access to and management of medications. The 
solution developed enables intelligent management of the
pharmaceutical supply chain – from planning new purchases to 
distributing them – both within the hospital and at home.

The interoperability of the solution with Open Hospital’s Clinical 
module and the Laboratory Examination Management module 
will provide a detailed, complete and easily accessible view of 
patients’ data, status and clinical history.

*GxP is a set of rules that are required for the safety and quality of pharmaceutical products.

Safety assessments
By analyzing vast amounts of data, it 
enables pharmaceutical companies 
and regulatory agencies to conduct 
more thorough safety assessments 
and potential adverse drug reactions 
that may have gone unnoticed.
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Business situation

A group of 1,000 ALS patients
are participating in Answer ALS, a
revolutionary medical research program 
founded and run by Johns Hopkins
and the Robert Packard Center for 
ALS Research. Answer ALS is bringing
together global research centers, leading
technology companies, world-class 
researchers and ALS patients for one 
goal: leverage cloud computing, machine 
learning, an enormous amount of
patient data, and a powerful, interactive
data infrastructure with the ability to
harness artificial intelligence, all to help
determine what causes ALS and identify
potential treatments.

Solution

Once the Answer ALS consortium
selected Azure as the backbone for the 
data research infrastructure, Azure expert 
Avanade was selected to lead phase one 
of the project. We began with a design-
led workshop that focused largely on 
deciding the functionality required. Once 
objectives were prioritized, a roadmap 
was developed. Using agile methodology, 
we built a powerful, secure data query 
engine that allows researchers to use
tools they are already familiar with, one 
that is ready by design to expand as the 
project continues to build momentum.

Results
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• Participating researchers are able 
to query a database of thousands 
of petabytes of new ALS-specific 
information.

• For quicker insights, queries can now
return results within minutes or hours
vs. weeks.

• Researchers hope the new insights 
will serve as the foundation for new 
clinical trials, which may lead to the 
development of successful treatment 
protocols.

• The project is already producing 
results. Sharing the Answer ALS data 
with a research group based in the 
Netherlands, scientists have identified 
a gene linked to ALS.

Make sure your 
data is secure 
and protected
Copilot is integrated into Microsoft 365 and 
automatically inherits all your company’s 
valuable security, compliance, and privacy 
policies and processes. Two-factor 
authentication, compliance boundaries, 
privacy protections, and your data never 
leaves its secure partition, and it is never 
used for training purposes.

Ensuring data is protected and primed 
for AI requires operating within a cloud 
environment. Avanade Cloud Impact is a
service powered by a dynamic platform that 
helps you get the best value from your cloud 
investment. It uses AI and machine learning 
to understand your cloud usage, benchmark 
against external sources and identify your 
unique challenges and opportunities.

We’ve spent over a decade helping clients to use AI to achieve 
things never possible before
Johns Hopkins and Answer ALS offer new hope to ALS patients

https://www.avanade.com/en/media-center/press-releases/avanade-cloud-impact


Unlock your 
true potential.

To get started, Avanade provides a
free, two-hour virtual workshop to
help organizations define the best
pathway forward.
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We typically achieve up to 50% 
of savings on cloud costs.

https://www.avanade.com/en/solutions/cloud-and-application-services/ai-ready-cloud


A biotech company, a pioneer and leader in immune-
driven medicine was looking to automate the process 
of summarizing and rewriting hundreds of standard 
operating procedure (SOP) documents which take 
hundreds of hours of human efforts. They also wanted 
to provide a comprehensive understanding of how 
generative AI can be used to optimize enterprise 
functions to improve productivity, reduce cost and 
accelerate innovation in various business areas.

The client chose Avanade for our expertise and deep 
ecosystem of Microsoft technology. Avanade helped
write a script by implementing OpenAI, ChatGTP4 (Azure 
AI service) to automate the process of summarizing and 
rewriting hundreds of patients of statement of procedure 
documents, cutting the time taken for this task from 
hundreds of hours to three to four minutes.

Client Story

Biotech company uses generative AI to 
reduce hundreds of hours of manual 
effort into minutes

Use AI, no matter what 
type or scale, with 
confidence, inspired by 
sound digital ethics.

Avanade works with clients to 
help them uncover the ethical 
implications of any project or 
system. We example policies 
and procedures to assure sound 
ethical practices and we delivery 
the capabilities of Microsoft’s
Responsible AI tools to improve the 
fairness, privacy and explainability 
of your AI solutions.

Recent survey data
shows that Copilot 
for Microsoft 365 
makes people more 
productive and 
faster overall in tasks 
like searching and 
writing.
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https://cioafrica.co/review-of-the-first-year-of-copilot/


Choose the path that is right for you

Get immersed in AI

Learn | 
Explore | 
Build
Avanade will join your team on-
site (or remotely) to go in-depth
on the business value of AI,
the latest tools from Microsoft 
including the latest OpenAI 
technologies, the technical 
architecture and use cases that 
can be realized today.

We will partner with you to 
assess the readiness of your 
employees, providers, patients 
and ecosystem partners, so 
you can prioritize actions that 
enable them to adapt and
evolve with AI. We also help you 
to establish governance and 
operating models to sustainably 
scale and realize value from AI.

Two hours learn and discuss

Generative AI introduction and Microsoft products and use case overview based on 
OpenAI. Identify questions and brainstorm use cases for your industry.

Two days hands-on workshop / design thinking

Workshop focusing on deeper dive to prioritize use cases, journeys to explore, and 
building trust considerations.

Two weeks proof of concept (PoC) / two months minimum viable product (MVP)

Directly build a PoC or MVP to prove the technology and value for one use case based 
on readiness and use case.

Six weeks strategy assessment

Strategy assessment to help define data readiness, and multiple complex use cases 
while also reviewing use cases through responsible AI frameworks, defining a 
roadmap, and return on investment.

OR

Depending on Workshop Outcomes

1
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Unparalleled Microsoft, 
data and AI expertise

Why Avanade?

Avanade has partnered with Microsoft on AI for almost a decade and 
hundreds of clients rely on us to help them responsibly innovate and work 
with AI to achieve things never possible before.

Our privileged access to the development of Microsoft’s new Copilot
solutions, combined with our long-standing experience of how to make the 
most of your existing Microsoft investments, enables us to bring unique 
capabilities to help you more quickly ready your people, processes and 
platforms for AI and to responsibly scale AI to unlock more value and
growth and transform your business.

End-to-end services

Industry 
Expertise

Emerging 
Technology

Experience 
Services

Advisory 
Services

Solution 
Delivery

Managed 
Services

Industry

41 of the 100
top hospitals as ranked in 

the US by Thomson 
Reuters

Trusted by 90%
Of Fortune 500 life sciences

companies

All top 10
global pharmaceutical 

companies

21 out of 25
largest US Health Plans

3 out of the 6 
largest biotech 

companies

Winner, Microsoft 
Healthcare

Partner of the Year (2020)
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Data and AI

40K+
Data & AI professionals

20K+
Years of data management

experience*

4K
Data scientists

18x
Consecutively names Microsoft

Partner of the Year 2022

2.2K
Certified data architects

6
4 Data Innovation Centers

+ 2 Data Studios*

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/?ef_id=_k_CjwKCAjwgsqoBhBNEiwAwe5w09CWUocvEq3jm_q-dLVk-xkVYmtXBoi01-FDbMos0G1xiNLbrneE9RoC2j8QAvD_BwE_k_&OCID=AIDcmm1o1fzy5i_SEM__k_CjwKCAjwgsqoBhBNEiwAwe5w09CWUocvEq3jm_q-dLVk-xkVYmtXBoi01-FDbMos0G1xiNLbrneE9RoC2j8QAvD_BwE_k_&gclid=CjwKCAjwgsqoBhBNEiwAwe5w09CWUocvEq3jm_q-dLVk-xkVYmtXBoi01-FDbMos0G1xiNLbrneE9RoC2j8QAvD_BwE


Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital, cloud and advisory services, industry solutions and design-led experiences across the Microsoft ecosystem. Every day, our 60,000 professionals in
26 countries make a genuine human impact for our clients, their employees and their customers. Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com

www.avanade.com/ai

Do what matters

Contact Us
Avanade is a recognized leader in delivering Microsoft solutions to healthcare 
and life sciences organizations. For more than 20 years, we have worked with
organizations worldwide developing and implementing solutions. Contact us today.

Contact Avanade
avanade.com/contactlifesciences

©2023 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective owners.

http://www.avanade.com/
http://www.avanade.com/ai
https://www.avanade.com/en/industry/life-sciences
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